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Informa(on	  Extrac(on	  

Defini(on:	  
The	  automa(c	  extrac(on	  of	  structured	  informa(on	  from	  
unstructured	  documents.	  

Different	  from	  Informa(on	  Retrieval	  (search	  engines):	  
users	  are	  presented	  with	  retrieved	  documents,	  ranked	  
by	  relevance.	  User	  must	  open	  web	  pages	  and	  extract	  
informa(on.	  	  

Overall	  Goals:	  
–  Making	  informa(on	  more	  accessible	  to	  people	  
–  Making	  informa(on	  more	  machine-‐processable	  

	  
Prac(cal	  Goal:	  	  Build	  large	  knowledge	  bases	  



Example: The Problem (seeking jobs) 

Martin Baker, a person 

Genomics job 

Employers job posting form 



Example: A Solution 



Extracting Job Openings from the Web  

foodscience.com-Job2 

 JobTitle: Ice Cream Guru 

 Employer: foodscience.com 

 JobCategory: Travel/Hospitality 

 JobFunction: Food Services 

 JobLocation: Upper Midwest 

Contact Phone: 800-488-2611 

 DateExtracted: January 8, 2001 
 Source: www.foodscience.com/jobs_midwest.html 

 OtherCompanyJobs: foodscience.com-Job1 



Flipdog job search engine 



Job Openings: 
Category = Food Services 
Keyword = Baker  
Location = Continental  U.S. 

Create a database with the Extracted  Job 
Information 



Data Mining the Extracted Job Information 



Example 2: IE from Research Papers 



IE from financial statements 
This filing covers the period from December 1996 to September 1997. 
 
 
                     ENRON GLOBAL POWER & PIPELINES L.L.C. 
                         CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS 
                      (IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT SHARE AMOUNTS) 
 
                                            SEPTEMBER 30,  DECEMBER 31, 
                                                1997          1996 
                                            -------------  ------------ 
                                             (UNAUDITED) 
ASSETS 
Current Assets 
   Cash and cash equivalents                     $ 54,262     $ 24,582 
   Accounts receivable                              8,473        6,301 
   Current portion of notes receivable              1,470        1,394 
   Other current assets                               336          404 
                                                 --------     -------- 
     Total Current Assets                          71,730       32,681 
                                                 --------     -------- 
Investments in to Unconsolidated Subsidiaries     286,340      298,530 
Notes Receivable                                   16,059       12,111 
                                                 --------     -------- 
      Total Assets                               $374,408     $343,843 
                                                 ========     ======== 
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Current Liabilities 
   Accounts payable                              $ 13,461     $ 11,277 
   Accrued taxes                                    1,910        1,488 
                                                 --------     -------- 
     Total Current Liabilities                     15,371       49,348 
                                                 --------     -------- 
Deferred Income Taxes                                 525        4,301 
 
The U.S. energy markets in 1997 were subject to significant fluctuation 

Data mine these 
reports for 
- suspicious behavior,  
-  to better understand  
  what is normal. 



What is “Information Extraction” 

Filling slots in a database from sub-segments of text. As a task: 

October 14, 2002, 4:00 a.m. PT 
 
For years, Microsoft Corporation CEO Bill 
Gates railed against the economic philosophy 
of open-source software with Orwellian fervor, 
denouncing its communal licensing as a 
"cancer" that stifled technological innovation. 
 
Today, Microsoft claims to "love" the open-
source concept, by which software code is 
made public to encourage improvement and 
development by outside programmers. Gates 
himself says Microsoft will gladly disclose its 
crown jewels--the coveted code behind the 
Windows operating system--to select 
customers. 
 
"We can be open source. We love the concept 
of shared source," said Bill Veghte, a 
Microsoft VP. "That's a super-important shift 
for us in terms of code access.“ 
 
Richard Stallman, founder of the Free 
Software Foundation, countered saying… 

NAME              TITLE   ORGANIZATION 



What is “Information Extraction” 

Filling slots in a database from sub-segments of text. As a task: 

October 14, 2002, 4:00 a.m. PT 
 
For years, Microsoft Corporation CEO Bill 
Gates railed against the economic philosophy 
of open-source software with Orwellian fervor, 
denouncing its communal licensing as a 
"cancer" that stifled technological innovation. 
 
Today, Microsoft claims to "love" the open-
source concept, by which software code is 
made public to encourage improvement and 
development by outside programmers. Gates 
himself says Microsoft will gladly disclose its 
crown jewels--the coveted code behind the 
Windows operating system--to select 
customers. 
 
"We can be open source. We love the concept 
of shared source," said Bill Veghte, a 
Microsoft VP. "That's a super-important shift 
for us in terms of code access.“ 
 
Richard Stallman, founder of the Free 
Software Foundation, countered saying… 

NAME              TITLE   ORGANIZATION 
Bill Gates        CEO      Microsoft 
Bill Veghte       VP       Microsoft 
Richard Stallman  founder  Free Soft.. 

IE 



What is “Information Extraction” 
Information Extraction = 
  segmentation + classification + clustering + slot filling 

As a sequence 
of techniques: 
October 14, 2002, 4:00 a.m. PT 
 
For years, Microsoft Corporation CEO Bill 
Gates railed against the economic philosophy 
of open-source software with Orwellian fervor, 
denouncing its communal licensing as a 
"cancer" that stifled technological innovation. 
 
Today, Microsoft claims to "love" the open-
source concept, by which software code is 
made public to encourage improvement and 
development by outside programmers. Gates 
himself says Microsoft will gladly disclose its 
crown jewels--the coveted code behind the 
Windows operating system--to select 
customers. 
 
"We can be open source. We love the concept 
of shared source," said Bill Veghte, a 
Microsoft VP. "That's a super-important shift 
for us in terms of code access.“ 
 
Richard Stallman, founder of the Free 
Software Foundation, countered saying… 

Microsoft Corporation 
CEO 
Bill Gates 
Microsoft 
Gates 
Microsoft 
Bill Veghte 
Microsoft 
VP 
Richard Stallman 
founder 
Free Software Foundation 

Identify named entities 



What is “Information Extraction” 
Information Extraction = 
  segmentation + classification + association + slot filling 

As a family 
of techniques: 
October 14, 2002, 4:00 a.m. PT 
 
For years, Microsoft Corporation CEO Bill 
Gates railed against the economic philosophy 
of open-source software with Orwellian fervor, 
denouncing its communal licensing as a 
"cancer" that stifled technological innovation. 
 
Today, Microsoft claims to "love" the open-
source concept, by which software code is 
made public to encourage improvement and 
development by outside programmers. Gates 
himself says Microsoft will gladly disclose its 
crown jewels--the coveted code behind the 
Windows operating system--to select 
customers. 
 
"We can be open source. We love the concept 
of shared source," said Bill Veghte, a 
Microsoft VP. "That's a super-important shift 
for us in terms of code access.“ 
 
Richard Stallman, founder of the Free 
Software Foundation, countered saying… 

Microsoft Corporation 
CEO 
Bill Gates 
Microsoft 
Gates 
Microsoft 
Bill Veghte 
Microsoft 
VP 
Richard Stallman 
founder 
Free Software Foundation 

classify entities according 
to categories, e.g. person, 
role, company 



What is “Information Extraction” 
Information Extraction = 
  segmentation + classification + association + slot filling 

As a family 
of techniques: 
October 14, 2002, 4:00 a.m. PT 
 
For years, Microsoft Corporation CEO Bill 
Gates railed against the economic philosophy 
of open-source software with Orwellian fervor, 
denouncing its communal licensing as a 
"cancer" that stifled technological innovation. 
 
Today, Microsoft claims to "love" the open-
source concept, by which software code is 
made public to encourage improvement and 
development by outside programmers. Gates 
himself says Microsoft will gladly disclose its 
crown jewels--the coveted code behind the 
Windows operating system--to select 
customers. 
 
"We can be open source. We love the concept 
of shared source," said Bill Veghte, a 
Microsoft VP. "That's a super-important shift 
for us in terms of code access.“ 
 
Richard Stallman, founder of the Free 
Software Foundation, countered saying… 

Microsoft Corporation 
CEO 
Bill Gates 
Microsoft 
Gates 
Microsoft 
Bill Veghte 
Microsoft 
VP 
Richard Stallman 
founder 
Free Software Foundation 

associate related entities 



What is “Information Extraction” 
Information Extraction = 
  segmentation + classification + association + slot filling 

As a family 
of techniques: 
October 14, 2002, 4:00 a.m. PT 
 
For years, Microsoft Corporation CEO Bill 
Gates railed against the economic philosophy 
of open-source software with Orwellian fervor, 
denouncing its communal licensing as a 
"cancer" that stifled technological innovation. 
 
Today, Microsoft claims to "love" the open-
source concept, by which software code is 
made public to encourage improvement and 
development by outside programmers. Gates 
himself says Microsoft will gladly disclose its 
crown jewels--the coveted code behind the 
Windows operating system--to select 
customers. 
 
"We can be open source. We love the concept 
of shared source," said Bill Veghte, a 
Microsoft VP. "That's a super-important shift 
for us in terms of code access.“ 
 
Richard Stallman, founder of the Free 
Software Foundation, countered saying… 

Microsoft Corporation 
CEO 
Bill Gates 
Microsoft 
Gates 
Microsoft 
Bill Veghte 
Microsoft 
VP 
Richard Stallman 
founder 
Free Software Foundation N
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Why IE from the Web? 

•  Science 
–  Grand old dream of AI: Build large KB* and reason with it.   

IE from the Web enables the creation of this KB. 
–  IE from the Web is a complex problem that inspires new 

advances in machine learning. 

•  Profit 
–  Many companies interested in leveraging data currently 
“locked in unstructured text on the Web”. 

–  Not yet a monopolistic winner in this space. 

* KB = “Knowledge Base” 



Information Extraction in Applications 

•  Structured	  Search	  
•  Opinion	  Mining/Sen(ment	  Extrac(on	  
•  Data	  Mining	  over	  Extracted	  Rela(onships	  



www.apple.com/retail 

What makes IE from the Web Different? 
Partly avoid deep NLP analysis, exploit formatting & linking 

The directory structure, link structure, 
formatting & layout of the Web is its own 
new grammar. 

Apple to Open Its First Retail Store 
in New York City 

 
MACWORLD EXPO, NEW YORK--July 17, 2002--
Apple's first retail store in New York City will open in 
Manhattan's SoHo district on Thursday, July 18 at 
8:00 a.m. EDT. The SoHo store will be Apple's 
largest retail store to date and is a stunning example 
of Apple's commitment to offering customers the 
world's best computer shopping experience. 
 
"Fourteen months after opening our first retail store, 
our 31 stores are attracting over 100,000 visitors 
each week," said Steve Jobs, Apple's CEO. "We 
hope our SoHo store will surprise and delight both 
Mac and PC users who want to see everything the 
Mac can do to enhance their digital lifestyles."  

www.apple.com/retail/soho 

www.apple.com/retail/soho/theatre.html 

Newswire Web 



Landscape of IE Tasks (1/4): 
Pattern Feature Domain 

Text paragraphs 
without formatting 

Grammatical sentences 
and some formatting & links 

Non-grammatical snippets, 
rich formatting & links Tables 

Astro Teller is the CEO and co-founder of 
BodyMedia. Astro holds a Ph.D. in Artificial 
Intelligence from Carnegie Mellon University, 
where he was inducted as a national Hertz fellow. 
His M.S. in symbolic and heuristic computation 
and B.S. in computer science are from Stanford 
University. His work in science, literature and 
business has appeared in international media from 
the New York Times to CNN to NPR. 



Landscape of IE Tasks (2/4): 
Wrapper induction 

Web site specific 

E.g.: Amazon.com Book Pages 
Formatting 

Genre specific 

E.g. Resumes 
Layout 

Wide, non-specific 

E.g. University Names 
Language 

Wrapper extracts content of a particular information source and translates it  
into a relational form. 



Landscape of IE Tasks (3/4): 
Pattern Complexity 

Closed set 

He was born in Alabama… 

Regular set 

Phone: (413) 545-1323 

Complex pattern 

University of Arkansas 
P.O. Box 140 
Hope, AR  71802 

…was among the six houses 
sold by Hope Feldman that year. 

Ambiguous patterns, 
needing context and 
many sources of evidence 

The CALD main office can be  
reached at 412-268-1299 

The big Wyoming sky… 

U.S. states U.S. phone numbers 

U.S. postal addresses 

Person names 

Headquarters: 
1128 Main Street, 4th Floor 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45210 

Pawel Lake, Software 
Engineer at WhizBang Labs. 

E.g. word patterns: 



Landscape of IE Tasks (4/4): 
Pattern Combinations 

Single entity 

Person:  Jack Welch 

Binary relationship 

Relation:  Person-Title 
Person:   Jack Welch 
Title:   CEO 

N-ary record 

“Named entity” extraction 

Jack Welch will retire as CEO of General Electric tomorrow.  The top role  
at the Connecticut company will be filled by Jeffrey Immelt. 

Relation:    Company-Location 
Company: General Electric 
Location:   Connecticut 

Relation:    Succession 
Company:  General Electric 
Title:           CEO 
Out:            Jack Welsh 
In:               Jeffrey Immelt 

Person:  Jeffrey Immelt 

Location:  Connecticut 



Evaluation of Single Entity Extraction 

Michael Kearns and Sebastian Seung will start Monday’s tutorial, followed by Richard M. Karpe and Martin Cooke. 
TRUTH: 

PREDICTED: 

Precision =                                                                   =  
# correctly predicted segments             2             

# predicted segments                   6            

Michael Kearns and Sebastian Seung will start Monday’s tutorial, followed by Richard   M. Karpe and Martin 
Cooke. 

Recall       =                                                                   =  
# correctly predicted segments             2            

# true segments                            4      

F1            =      Harmonic mean of Precision & Recall   =  ((1/P) + (1/R)) / 2 
1 



Parade of IE tasks (and some 
technique) 





Source extraction: the web 



Finding the Sources 

•  The document collection can be given a priori 
(Closed Information Extraction) e.g., a specific 
document, all files on my computer, ... 
•  We can aim to extract information from the 

entire Web (Open Information Extraction) 
•  For this, we need to crawl the Web. The 

system can find by itself the source 
documents e.g., by using an Internet search 
engine such as Google 



Sources: structured 

File formats: 
• TSV file (values separated by tabulator) 
• CSV (values separated by comma) 



Sources: semi-structured 

File formats: 
• XML file (Extensible Markup Language) 
• YAML (Yaml Ain‟t a Markup Language) 



Sources: unstructured 

File formats: 
• HTML file 
• text file 
• word processing document 



Sources: mixed 



Summary of Sources 

•  We can extract from the entire Web, or from 
certain Internet domains, thematic domains or 
files. 

•  We have to deal with character encodings 
(ASCII, Code Pages, UTF-8,…) and detect 
the language. 

•  Our documents may be structured, semi-
structured or unstructured. 





Tokenization 

•  Tokenization is the process of splitting a text 
into tokens. 

•  A token is 
• a word 
• a punctuation symbol 
• a url 
• a number 
• a date 
• or any other sequence of characters regarded as a 
unit 



Normalization 

•  Problem: We might extract different literals 
(numbers, dates, etc.) that mean the same. 
 
 
•  Solution: Normalize the literals, i.e., 

convertequivalent literals to one standard 
form: 



Normalization 

•  Conceptually, normalization groups tokens 
into equivalence classes and chooses one 
representative for each class. 





Named Entity Recognition (NER) 

•  Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the 
process of finding entities (people, cities, 
organizations, dates, ...) in a text. 



NER: closed set 
•  If we have an exhaustive set of the entities we want 

to extract, we can use closed set extraction: 
•  Comparing every string in the text to every string in 

the set. 



NER: patterns 

•  If the entities follow a certain pattern, we can 
use patterns 



Patterns 
•  A pattern is a string that generalizes a set of 

strings. 



Regular Expressions (RegEx) 
•  A regular expression (regex) over a set of symbols Σ is: 

 1. the empty string 
 2. or the string consisting of an element of Σ (a single 
 character) 
 3. or the string AB where A and B are regular expressions 
 (concatenation) 
 4. or a string of the form (A|B), where A and B are regular 
 expressions (alternation) 
 5. or a string of the form (A)*, where A is a regular 
 expression (Kleene star, like (A)+ without the empty string) 

•  For example, with Σ={a,b}, the following strings are regular 
expressions: 



RegEx (2) 

•  Matching: a string matches a regex of a single character if the 
string consists of just that character 

•  a string matches a regular expression of the form (A)* if it 
consists of zero or more parts that match A 



RegEx  (3) 

•  Matching: a string matches a regex of the form (A|B) if it 
matches either A or B 

 
•  a string matches a regular expression of the form AB if it 

consists of two parts, where the first part matches A and the 
second part matches B 



RegEx (4) 

•  Given an ordered set of symbols Σ, we define [x-y] for two 
symbols x and y, x<y, to be the alternation x|...|y (meaning: any 
of the symbols in the range) 

•  A+ for a regex A to be A(A)* (meaning: one or more A‟s) 

•  A{x,y} for a regex A and integers x<y to be A...A|A...A|A...A|...|
A...A (meaning: x to y A’s) 

•  A? for a regex A to be (|A) (meaning: an optional A) ab? = a(|b) 
•  . to be an arbitrary symbol from Σ  (wild char) 



Names & Groups in RegEx 

When using regular expressions in a program, it 
is common to name them: 

String digits=“[0-9]+”; 
String separator=“( |-)”; 
String pattern=digits+separator+digits; 

•  Parts of a regular expression can be singled 
out by bracketed groups (brakets; “( )” or “/ /”): 
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A Simple Exercise 

•  Write a regular expression to find all 
instances of the determiner “the”: 

/the/ 
/[tT]he/ 
/\b[tT]he\b/ 
/(^|[^a-zA-Z][tT]he[^a-zA-Z]/ 
 

 The recent attempt by the police to retain 
their current rates of pay has not gathered 
much favor with the southern factions. 
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A Simple Exercise 

•  Write a regular expression to find all 
instances of the determiner “the”: 

/the/ 
/[tT]he/ 
/\b[tT]he\b/ 
/(^|[^a-zA-Z][tT]he[^a-zA-Z]/ 
 

 The recent attempt by the police to retain 
their current rates of pay has not gathered 
much favor with southern factions. 
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A Simple Exercise 

•  Write a regular expression to find all 
instances of the determiner “the”: 

/the/ 
/[t|T]he/  (also capital T) 
/\b[tT]he\b/ 
/(^|[^a-zA-Z][tT]he[^a-zA-Z]/ 
 

 The recent attempt by the police to retain 
their current rates of pay has not gathered 
much favor with the southern factions. 
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A Simple Exercise 

•  Write a regular expression to find all 
instances of the determiner “the”: 

/the/ 
/[tT]he/ 
/\b[t|T]he\b/  (begin end string) 
/(^|[^a-zA-Z][tT]he[^a-zA-Z]/ 
 

 The recent attempt by the police to retain 
their current rates of pay has not gathered 
much favor with the southern factions. 
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A Simple Exercise 

•  Write a regular expression to find all 
instances of the determiner “the”: 

/the/ 
/[tT]he/ 
/\b[tT]he\b/ 
/(^|[^a-zA-Z])[t|T]he[^a-zA-Z]/   
(nothing or no charachters before or 

after) 
 

 The recent attempt by the police to retain 
their current rates of pay has not gathered 
much favor with the southern factions. 



More high-level examples 

•  Create	  rules	  to	  extract	  loca(ons	  
–  Capitalized	  word	  +	  {city,	  center,	  river}	  indicates	  loca(on	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  Ex.	  New	  York	  city	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Hudson	  river	  
–  Capitalized	  word	  +	  {street,	  boulevard,	  avenue}	  indicates	  
loca(on	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Ex.	  Fi;h	  avenue	  



Perl regex: http://www.cs.tut.fi/~jkorpela/
perl/regexp.html 



Perl regex 



Perl regex 



Examples (Perl) 



NER RegEx examples (in Pearl) 

•  Software name extraction: “one or more 
capitalized words followed by a version 
number”  (Mac OS X v.10.6.8) 

([A-Z]\w*\s*)+[Vv]?(\d+\.?)+. 

followed by one or more digits, one or zero “.” followed by anything else 

one or more capitalized words followed by space 

followed by (0 or 1) instances of V or v  



	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  blocks	  of	  digits	  separated	  by	  hyphens	  

	   	   	  RegEx	  =	  (\d+\-‐)+\d+	  
	  
	  

	  

•  matches	  valid	  phone	  numbers	  like	  900-‐865-‐1125	  and	  725-‐1234	  
•  incorrectly	  extracts	  social	  security	  numbers	  123-‐45-‐6789	  
•  fails	  to	  iden(fy	  numbers	  like	  800.865.1125	  and	  (800)865-‐CARE	  
	  

	   	  
	  	  	  	  Improved	  RegEx	  =	  (\d{3}[-‐.\	  ()]){1,2}[\dA-‐Z]{4}	  

 

NER RegEx examples (in Pearl)	  
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Create	  regular	  expressions	  to	  extract:	  
Telephone	  number	  



Another example 

(<first name regexp>)\s(<optional middle regexp>),\s(<optional Jr.|Sr.|II|III|
IV>)\s(<last name regexp>),\s(<optional Jr.|Sr.|II|III|IV>) 

John James, Jr. Smith 
John James Smith, Jr. 
John James Smith Jr. 
John, Jr. Smith 
John Smith, Jr. 
John Smith Jr. 



Matching RegEx 

•  A regex can be matched efficiently by a Finite 
State Machine (Finite State Automaton, FSA, 
FSM) 



RegEx summary 

•  Regular expressions 
–  can express a wide range of patterns 
–  can be matched efficiently 
–  are employed in a wide variety of applications(e.g., 

in text editors, NER systems, normalization,UNIX 
grep tool etc.) 



Sliding Windows 

•  What if we do not want to specify regexes 
by hand? Use sliding windows: 
•  Sliding windows method is based on ML 

learning algorithms and annotated datasets 
(sentences annotaded with named entities of 
selected types) 

 
 



Sliding Windows 

 
•  Choose certain features (properties) of 

windows that could be important: 
• window contains colon, comma, or digits 
• window contains week day, or certain other words 
• window starts with lowercase letter 
• window contains only lowercase letters 
• ... 



Feature Vectors 



Sliding Windows Corpus 

•  Now, we need a corpus (set of documents) in which the entities 
of interest have been manually labeled. 

•  From this corpus, compute the feature vectors with labels: 



Machine Learning 



Sliding Windows Exercise 

•  What features would you use to recognize 
person names? 

First term 
is a person 
title (Mr. Dr...) 



NER summary (but we learned general 
techniques..) 

•  Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the 
process of finding entities (people, cities, 
organizations, ...) in a text. 
–  We have seen different techniques 
–  Closed-set extraction (if the set of entities is 

known) 
–  Extraction with Regular Expressions (if the entities 

follow a pattern). Can be done efficiently with 
Finite State Automata 

–  Extraction with sliding windows / Machine 
Learning (if the entities share some syntactic 
features) 





Instance/relation  Extraction 

•  Instance Extraction is the process of extracting 
entities with their class (i.e., concept, set of similar 
entities) 



Instance/relation extraction with patterns 

•  Sentences express class membership in very 
predictable patterns. Use these patterns for 
instance extraction. 

Pattern: X was a great Y 



Instance/relation extraction using patterns 

•   X was a great Y 
•   Ys, such as X1, X2, … 
•   X1, X2, … and other Y 
•   many Ys, including X 

Can write RegEx for each  pattern 



Instance/relation extraction using patterns 

•  Manually writing patterns is difficult 
•  Lexical patterns do not generalize, e.g. 

–  Elvis was a great pianist 
–  Elvis was a pianist 
–  Elvis, the pianist.. 

•  Learn patterns with ML techniques 
•  Generalise patterns using HMM or lattices 



Learning hypernym relations from 
definitions 





Fact extraction 

•  Fact Extraction is the process of extracting 
pairs (triples,...) of entities together with the 
relationship of the entities. 



Fact Extraction 

•  Approaches: 
• Fact extraction from tables  
(if the corpus contains lots of tables) 
• Wrapper induction 
(for extraction from one Internet domain) 
• Pattern matching 
(for extraction from natural language documents) 
• ... and many others... 



ReVerb  (http://openie.cs.washington.edu/) 

Pattern Based approach: read “Identifying Relations for Open  
Information Extraction” EMNLP 2011 
Freely downloadable and available on-line 



ReVerb 





Ontology Extraction 

•  An ontology is consistent knowledge 
basewithout redundancy 

•  Every entity appears only with exactly the 
same name 

•  There are no semantic contradictions 



Ontology Extraction 

•  Ontological Information Extraction (IE) aims 
to create or extend an ontology. 



Ontological IE Challenges 

•  Challenge 1 



Ontological IE Challenges 

•  Challenge 2 



Ontological IE Challenges 

•  Challenge 3 



Ontological IE Challenges 

•  Challenge 4 
•  Find hypernymy relations 

Chancellor of Germany 



Ontolearn (IJCAI 2011, CL 
2013) 

 
Inducing lexical taxonomies from scratch 



Taxonomy Learning 
Workflow 

Terminology  
extraction 

Definition 
& hypernym 
extraction 

Domain 
filtering 

Graph 
pruning 

Domai
n 
Corpu
s 

Web glossaries 
& documents 

Domain 
terms 

Upper 
terms 

Domain 
terms 

Hypernym graph 
Induced taxonomy 



Taxonomy Learning 
Workflow 

Terminology  
extraction 

Definition 
& hypernym 
extraction 

Domain 
filtering 

Graph 
pruning 

Domai
n 
Corpu
s 

Web glossaries 
& documents 

Domain 
terms 

Upper 
terms 

Domain 
terms 

Hypernym graph 
Induced taxonomy 



Terminology Extraction 
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several on- line terminology extractors   
(e.g. TermExtractor  http://hal.di.uniroma1. 
it/termextractor/public/demo.faces)  
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Definition & Hypernym Extraction 
+ Domain Filtering 

 definition extraction and parsing Domain 
terms 

flow network 

In graph theory, a flow network is a directed graph. 

Global Cash Flow Network is a business opportunity to 
make money online. 

A flow network is a network with two distinguished 
vertices. 
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Definition & Hypernym Extraction 
+ Domain Filtering 

In graph theory, a flow network is a directed graph. 

hypernym extraction 

A flow network is a network with two distinguished 
vertices. 

flow network 

directed graph network 

directed graph 

network 

 definition extraction Domain 
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Definition & Hypernym Extraction 
+ Domain Filtering 

hypernym extraction 

A directed graph is a data structure ... 

directed graph 

Domain 
Corpus 

Web glossaries 
& documents 

 definition extraction 

A directed graph is a graph where ... 

 graph 

flow network 

directed graph network 

graph  data structure 

 data structure 

Terms 
from 

previous 
iteration 



Hypernym Extraction Algorithm 
Based on Word-Class Lattices, i.e. lattice-based 
definition models learned by means of a greedy 
definition alignment algorithm 
•  Determine whether a sentence is definitional 
•  If so, returns the hypernym(s) of the defined term 



Performance in Definition Extraction 

Outperforms existing methods for definition 
extraction 

Wikipedia  UKWac corpus  



Precision in Hypernym Extraction 

Wikipedia 

UKWac 

Pattern-based methods achieve much lower recall: 62 vs.  
383 hypernyms  extracted from UKWac 



The iterative 
growth  
of the  

hypernym graph  
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Graph Pruning 

•  Goal: 
–  From noisy hypernym graph 
–  To full-fledged taxonomy 

•  How: 
–  A graph-based algorithm 



Graph Pruning: Preliminary 
step 

 
Given the hypernym 

graph, we 
disconnect: 

•  false roots (root 
nodes not in the set 
of upper terms) 

•  false leaves (leaf 
nodes not in the 
initial terminology) 



Graph Pruning: Preliminary 
step 

 
Given the hypernym 

graph, we 
disconnect: 

•  false roots (root 
nodes not in the set 
of upper terms) 

•  false leaves (leaf 
nodes not in the 
initial terminology) 



Graph Pruning (1) 
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•  Weight each node v 
by the number of 
terminological nodes 
reachable from v 

•  E.g.:  
–  w(collection) = 2 
–  w(graph) = 3 



Graph Pruning (2) 
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p 
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•  For each path p from 
an upper term r to a 
node v, we calculate 
its cumulative weight: 

•  E.g.:  
–  ω(p) = 5+3 = 8 
–  ω(p’) = 5+3+2 = 10 



Graph Pruning (3) 
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•  Assign to each edge 
(h, v) the maximum 
cumulative weight 
among all the paths 
from any upper term 
to node v 

•  E.g.:  
–  w(graph, binary tree) 

= 8 
–  w(tree, binary tree) = 

10 



Graph Pruning (4) 
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•  Apply the Chu-Liu 
Edmonds [1967] 
algorithm 
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Graph Pruning (4) 

•  Apply the Chu-Liu 
Edmonds [1967] 
algorithm 

•  As a result we obtain 
a tree-like taxonomy 



From the Noisy Hypernym 
Graph... 



...to a Tree-like Taxonomy  



Pruning Recovery 

•  Many small connected components will be 
returned 

•  To recover from excessive pruning we apply a 
simple heuristic: 
–  Let r be the root of such a component 
–  Select the best-ranking edge (v, r) according to the 

domain score of the corresponding definition 
–  If no edge exists, we use string inclusion 

•  E.g., r=binary tree and v=tree 



Evaluation 

•  Taxonomy evaluation is a hard task 
•  We performed two different experiments: 

–  Inducing an Artificial Intelligence (AI) taxonomy 
–  Reproducing existing sub-hierarchies in WordNet 



Experiment 1: Inducing an AI Taxonomy 

•  Corpus: IJCAI 2009 proceedings (334 papers) 
•  Domain terminology: via term extraction 

–  374 initial domain terms 

•  Upper terms: we manually selected 13 terms 
(process, abstraction, algorithm) 
–  Used as a stopping criterion for definition/hypernym 

extraction 
•  Definition and hypernym extraction: IJCAI corpus 

+ Google define 
–  715 nodes and 1025 edges 



Experiment 1: Inducing an AI Taxonomy 

•  Final graph: 427 nodes, 426 edges 
•  Compression ratio (against unpruned graph): 

0.60 (nodes), 0.41 (edges)  



Experiment 1: Inducing an AI Taxonomy 

•  Final graph: 427 nodes, 426 edges 
•  Compression ratio (against unpruned graph): 

0.60 (nodes), 0.41 (edges)  
•  Manual evaluation of edge precision: 81.5% 

(347/426) 
–  Note: many hypernyms would be equally valid 

(collaborative assessment?) 
•  The AI Taxonomy is available to the community: 

–  http://lcl.uniroma1.it/taxolearn 



•  Same evaluation strategy as in Kozareva & Hovy 
(EMNLP 2010) 
–  Domains: animals, plants, vehicles 

•  No terminology extraction: we use the terminology 
provided by K&H for each domain 

•  Upper terms: those in the synsets of animal#n#1, 
plant#n#2, vehicle#n#1  

•  Definition and hypernym extraction: no domain 
corpus, just Google define 

Experiment 2: Evaluation against 
WordNet 



•  Statistics and manual evaluation: 

Experiment 2: Evaluation against 
WordNet 



Conclusions 
•  An algorithm to learn a lexical taxonomy truly 

from scratch 
–  Based on the idea of exploiting the scholarly 

knowledge from definitions 
–  A graph-based approach to learn a “clean” taxonomy 
–  Can be applied to any domain of interest with little 

effort 
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